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Returns and unsold lots available at the starting price 
to the first request until 30 November 

www.vaccari.it/filatelia/asta/?SetLanguage=en 
 
 
Vaccari public and live auction of philately and postal history took place in Vignola (Mo - Italy) on 
Saturday 3 October 2020, by the auction room of Vaccari srl, via M.Buonarroti 46. 
 
1,234 lots of covers and postage stamps, from pre-adhesive to the Ancient States, from the Kingdom to 
the Colonies, from the Republic to Trieste. Without neglecting other sections, a good selection of air mail, 
Zeppelin and Space, foreign countries, and lots and collections, which always reserve surprises. 
 
Auctioneer Gabriele Sintoni. Mail bids were dealt with by Paolo Vaccari and Silvia Vaccari (Air Mail). 
 
On the site, the list of realizations and unsold items available at the starting price (+ shipping costs) up to 
and including 30 November. The site will be constantly updated to show the actual availability of the 
material. 
 

* * * * * * * * * * * * 
 

from “Vaccari news - philately in real time” (in Italian) 
www.vaccarinews.it 

 
5/10/2020 - Asta, ora la gara in velocità 
https://www.vaccarinews.it/index.php?_id=29540 
 
3/10/2020 - Chiusa l’asta, le prime valutazioni 
https://www.vaccarinews.it/index.php?_id=29533 
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SOME MOMENTS AT THE AUCTION 
 
 

 
 

Valeria, Renata, Silvia e Paolo Vaccari. 

 
 
 

 
 

Alessandro Balestri (live bidding), Gabriele Sintoni (auctioneer), 
Paolo Vaccari (mail bids). 

 
 

Alessandro Balestri (live bidding), Gabriele Sintoni (auctioneer), 
Silvia Vaccari (mail bids for Air mail). 
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We are available for further information 
and for high resolution images on demand. 


